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This model is highly suitable for the private stable with its own horses.
You can train your horses with peace of mind. This walker provides
your horse with daily exercise, simple yet effective. The standard step
control box is equipped with an internally adjustable timer for changing
direction. The speed can be easily adjusted with the waterproof speed
controller.

As a horse owner, it's important to keep your horse moving and training
regularly. A horse walker can be a useful tool for this purpose. A horse
walker is a rotating machine that keeps horses in motion while they
remain in one place.

Regular Exercise
One of the main advantages of using a horse walker is that the horse
gets regular exercise. This is especially useful if your horse is injured or
temporarily unable to ride. Using a horse walker keeps the horse
moving and helps it stay in good condition. Moreover, the horse can
move safely without the risk of injuries that can occur during riding.

Muscle Building and Maintenance
Another benefit of using a horse walker is that it can assist in building
and maintaining the horse's muscles. The constant movement of the
horse walker is a good way to train and strengthen the horse's
muscles. The variable speed of the horse walker allows different
muscle groups to be trained, helping the horse maintain balance and
become stronger.

Mental Stimulation
In addition to physical benefits, using a horse walker can also provide
mental stimulation for the horse. Walking in circles can become boring
for a horse over time, but by alternating speeds and directions, the
horse walker can become a fun and challenging experience for the
horse.

Time Savings
A horse walker can also be a good time-saving solution for busy horse
owners. By placing the horse in the walker, the owner can focus on
other tasks without worrying about moving the horse.

Stress Reduction
Horses are naturally prey animals and can easily become stressed in
unfamiliar environments or situations. Using a horse walker in a familiar
environment can help the horse feel safe and reduce stress.

Conclusion
A horse walker can be a useful tool for horse owners to provide their
horses with regular exercise, muscle building, and mental stimulation. It
can also save time and reduce stress for both the horse and the owner.

Easy to install

Electric shock preparation

Low maintenance

Easy to operate

Mesh drift fences



Features

Safety:
The Q-line® horse exercisers are specially designed to be as safe as they can be and are equipped with a direct drive
with elastic coupling, lightweight mesh fences and electrical safety settings. All moving parts are protected from contact.

Durability:
By making use of high quality industrial material we can ensure a long lifespan. The technologically advanced design
makes the Q-line® horse exerciser rotate smooth- and quietly. The minimal friction put less strain on the driving engine
so that little energy is used.

External characteristics:
In the designing Q-line® has strived to create a compact and minimalistic appearance. The push fences hang 2 meter
high and are 1,97 meter wide and 1,22 high and are around protected with a plastic cover.

Maintenance:
The Q-line® exerciser is a solid construction and requires little maintenance. The technologically advanced design and
choice in materials minimize corrosion so that maintenance is barely needed.

Quality mark:
All Q-Line® Horse exercisers conform to the machine code 2006/42/EG and are fit with the CE quality mark. The Q-line®
walkers are certifiably approved according to the NEN 3140 and OSH directive en hereby conform to all European safety
requirements.

Control:
The control box is equipped with an internally adjustable timer for direction change.
The speed is easy to set with the waterproof speed potentiometer.



Standard options

Basic fencing 15,8 mtr Lubrication system 12 months Shock device set Basic 230

Track irrigation Basic Control box cover



Specifications

Diameter 15,24 meter

nr of horses 3

Drive system Direct drive

Speed 12 kmh adjustable

Time 6 minutes turn time

Drive system Direct drive

Secure Shear bolt

Drift Fence Mesh with all-round protection 2x1,5 mtr

Other Center post on middle frame

Electronic brake Yes

Power supply 230V, 50Hz

Fuse with 16A

Power usage 1000 Watt

Fixings Including

Basic material Galvanised steel NEN-EN-ISO 1461-99.

IP rating 54

Suplied as standard Controlbox WCB 1.1

Cable length Motor cable 14 meters

Quality mark CE / NEN 3140 / OSH

Included Shock preparation

Transport weight 350 Kg

Transport size 1 pallet 120cm x 100cm x 220cm
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